


What you will need

and some scrap paper
4 pcs of A4 paper

scissors (optional)

your preferred drawing tools

pencil 

glue
(optional)

book binding material stapler 
/elastic bands/ hole punch etc

tape 
(optional)



Following are some questions 
and prompts to help you start 
thinking about and sketching

out ideas before starting to
make your zine...





a) a colour

Illustrate how you feel with:

b) a form

c) a word





a) a colour

Illustrate your belief with:

b) a form

c) a word





a) from the past

Illustrate what you know:

Repeat this exercise 4 times

Illustrate what want to know:

b) in the present 

c) for the future



Prepare 
    a 
     quote 
        or 
          lyric 
             that 
                you 
                   like



Answer the above questions and prompts on one 
sheet of the A4 paper



Sketch out some page ideas on scrap paper



Make a mini version of the zine to plan the layout

You can also start thinking about how to bind 
the pages together. I started by using an elastic 
band.

You can chose to combine some of the topics 
on one page, or spread the content out more 
depending what you prefer. I’ve just done mine 
in a very straightforward layout here



Now that you’ve planned things a little on some scrap paper, you can fold the 4 sheets 
of A4 paper in half and draw directly onto the pages.

I was trying to keep the zine making process 
very literal, since the quote I picked was about 
non-judgemental intentions.

One of the prompts made me think about how 
I didn’t used to like coriander as
a child, so I decided to explore it a bit here.

The idea for this right hand page was to repeat 
the word Hong Kong (like being punished at 
school) and to rub it out. But it didn’t come 
out the way I wanted so I might edit it again 
digitally. 

I try not to correct myself too much and learn 
to accept my own mistakes, but you can also 
use scissors and glue to patch up if you want 
to change some of the contents. 



Putting some pages in a random order gives 
it a non linear narrative which I think suits the 
theme of the zine

You might find that there are not enough 
pages if you have illustrated one answer per 
page. 
You can pick or choose the content that you 
prefer or even use the back cover for more 
space. For the cover I decided to pick one 
of the subjects inside, which gives it a more 
random feeling!



Once you finished the drawings you can bind the zine with your prefered method.

Here are some examples I found online:



As I mentioned previously, I wasn’t very happy with how my second page turned out. I decided to use 
the content-aware fill tool in Photoshop (which is a Patch tool that is used to remove unwanted image 
elements). I think this tool matches my concept of Hong Kong being erased in the present and future 
perfectly!



This workshop is designed just for you to have some fun, 
I really hope you enjoy it! :)


